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0.0 Preamble
To the glory of God, I stand here today with humility and deep sense of
gratitude to the administrator of the National Judicial Institute, Hon. Justice
Roseline P.I Bozimo, OFR and her team and sincerely please to be
permitted to serve as a resource person at the 2019 National Workshop for
Investigators and Prosecutors. I will be welcoming you to express my vision
with reference to academic level. On “Inter-agency Collaboration and
Coordination, the Role of Investigators, Prosecutors and Prisons”. Adhering
to the Rule of Law in Investigations and Prosecution. I give my sincere
gratitude to Almighty God for according me this great privilege.
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ABSTRACT
Inter-agency Collaboration is a well-articulated and timely metaphor to
conflict management and security provisioning in contemporary Nigeria, it
came up with reference to incessant violent conflicts and consequent
entrenched insecurity in the society. Considering the topsy-turvy security
situation in Nigeria, one would expect minimal rivalry and maximum
cooperation among the organizations statutorily saddled with the
responsibility of managing conflict and containing insecurity.This has been
a pivotthat has characterized the security agencies. This study seeks to
find out the causes of these rivalries and clashes; what has been done to
address these incessant conflicts and the way forward. Primary and
Secondary data were used to analyses this work; field work survey was
used. it was discovered that many factors such as lack of co–operation and
co-ordination among the investigators, prosecutors and law enforcement
agencies, superiority and above all lack of love were among the bottleneck
that is presently affecting theseAgencies, unhealthy comparisons, the
feeling of superiority complex by one organization against the other, lack of
effective agencies to coordinate these groups, finally, accurate statistical
account to cumulate the damages uncured through the rivalries, and the
actions taken to deter the upheaval .The study recommends among others
that there should be an Agency responsible to cater for inter-agency
collaboration and coordination’s created by the Federal Government. Cotraining of the investigators, prosecutors should be established. Novelty
matches should be introduced among them. Laws prohibiting Inter-Agency
conflict should be promulgated with punitivemeasures.A Liaison Office
should be created to entertain such complainswith the mandate to enhance
Inter-Agency Collaboration And Coordination among the Investigator,
Prosecutors and Prisons Adhering To The Rule Of Law in the Country.
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INTRODUCTION
Inter-agency collaboration can be defined as the system whereby, the
Investigators, Prosecutors Prisons andother social works organizations like
health,education,stakeholders, tribunal authorities to corporate and work
together for the achievement of aparticular goal.
Hodges Nesman and Hernandez, 1999 P.8), (Linder 2002 p.7). Defined
collaboration as “when people from different organizations produce
something through joint effort, resources and decision making and share
ownership of the final product or service”. This collaboration can occur in
multiple levels, from frontline collaboration among caseworkers, families,
mental health providers, teachers, others to collaborative relationship
between policy makers and administrators responsible for addressing
organizational mandates.
Prosecutors and investigators pursuing corruption cases and other criminal
cases need all the help they can get indetecting and providing public
integrity- Collaboration can require hours of work, specialized expertise,
and sometimes expensive software or surveillance equipment to achieve a
mandate goal. Collaboration across agency help in investigating matters
between the agencies bring down the difficult storm and diffuse political
risks.
This paper’s aim is to provide practical insights about the benefits and
defects of inter-agency collaboration and the lee-way to this defect.
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HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF INTER-AGENCY COLLABORATION
AND COORDINATION
Over 200 years ago, George Jardin, a professor of Logic and Philosopher
at the university of Glasgow from 1774-1820, designed a method of peer
review to help prosper his students for full participation in British society.
Jardin created an extensive practical plan for using modern concepts such
as free writing, sequence essay, assignments, writing as discovery, writing
across the curriculum and peer review. He did not use our terminology as
well his traditional lectures. He taught philosophers to groom students on
career in business.
Jardin’s students were only male, he used male to demonstrate on how
female students learn.
Based on interactive with women, Mary Belenky and her co authors
examined women’s views and learning on one step or the other, comma,
and further suggestion which pedagogical strategies are effective in
teaching women and it helped women to develop their voices.
In 18th and 19th centuries, Scotland educational climate was analogous to
the one in the late 20th century.
Lots of scholars/authors discovered that Jardin’s work was somehow
controversial hence his knowledge was void. Various scholars modified this
study in 20th century that spoke more to the subject.
In May of 2005, the Henry L. Stimson Center, in conjunction with the
Dwight D. Eisenhower National Security Series, convened a diverse panel
of security professionals to discuss ways to improve interagency processes
in light of changing national security requirements and capabilities. The
panelists assessed the current status of interagency cooperation and
considered a number of recommendations for the policy-making community
to consider. It considered an ambitious, strategic restructuring of the
national security system, but focused principally on more modest and
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practical improvements to interagency practice, training and
communications. The Goldwater-Nichols model: the view at 50,000 feet? In
the last two years, two presidential commission reports have highlighted an
enduring problem: traditional agency boundaries continue to impede
horizontal dissemination of vital information and create barriers to effective
policy formulation and action. Therefore, both the 9/ll Commission Report
and the Commission on the Intelligence Capabilities of the United States
regarding Weapons of Mass Destruction1 recommended that the National
Security Act of 1947, which founded the National Security Council and
defined the national security missions of the Executive Branch
departments, be revised, if not rewritten. Manyadvocates using the model
of the Goldwater-Nichols Department of Defense Reorganization Act of
1986 to reform and restructure the interagency process. The GoldwaterNichols Act sought to empower the inter-service military community by
providing unified authority to senior officers. The provisions of the law
triggered inter-service coordination and a more integrated chain of
command, with service chiefs working as a unit in a system of clearly
delineated joint authority. The law also created a joint Personnel Education
System as well as an elite core of joint professional officers. Though
strongly resisted at first, the changes significantly improved planning and
operational efficiency of the military establishment and eventually garnered
officer support for inter-service cooperation by creating and promoting
career incentives for collaboration and cross-training. It had both top-down
and bottom-up provisions, dealing both with decision-making at the
leadership level, and training and professional development at more junior
levels of the military services. Those who argue that Goldwater-Nichols is a
useful paradigm for improving the civilian interagency process emphasize
the need to enhance institutional communication and interoperability within,
between and among federal agencies dealing with all aspects of national
security. They seek an integrated command structure for agencies as
diverse as the Central Intelligence Agency, the Department of State, the
Treasury, the Department of Homeland Security, and the Department of
Defense. Workshop participants questioned whether bodies whose
“cultures”, core missions and modes of operation differ so much could be
aligned under one chain of command. Efforts to impose some of the
7

successful aspects of the Goldwater-Nichols model on the civilian
interagency system will not necessarily create the efficiencies and
operational synergies that could be achieved for the military community.
Panelists also alluded to some of the unintended or unanticipated costs of
implementing Goldwater-Nichols, principal among them the loss of deep
specialization and the erosion of core institutional identity within each of the
services, as career officers spend a large percentage of their time outside
their “home” institution. In Nigeria, the Federal Government have sort
various ways in improving therelationship between the investigators, the
prosecutors and Prison Servicesin the country in recent times.

Fig. 1 Shows the picture of inter-agency collaboration in Nigeria
Source: Researcher Field word 2018

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
The Janet Weiss (1987) Process Model of Cooperation is used in this study
to determine what factors promote enhanced inter-agency cooperation. The
model fundamentally explains that local agencies must undergo a threestep process driven by external influences, systematic or random, to be
encouraged to engage in the level of cooperation necessary to achieve the
maximum implementation of an initiative. This inter-agency cooperation, as
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Rosenbaum (n.d.) argues in support, has so many benefits, including the
following:
1. Inter-agency cooperation is better suited than individual security
agencies to identify and accurately define the target problems of
greatest concern in a given community; they are more likely to
include diverse perspectives on conflict and insecurity causation;
2. Inter-agency cooperation is ideally more result-oriented to developing
creative targeted interventions because they include a diverse group
of individuals representing a diverse group of organizations with
different philosophies of interventions;
3. Multiple interventions are more effective than single interventions;
they hold the potential of increasing the total quality and/or better
quality of the treatment; and
4. Applying similar reasoning, multiple agencies are more effective than
a single agency. Representing different organizational cultures and
services cooperating members bring more new ideas and resources
to the problem-solving arena.

THE BENEFITS OF WORKING TOGETHER
Federal, State and Local watchdog offices often have distinctive
jurisdiction, financial resources and statutory responsibilities, all potentially
useful to the investigation of criminal/civil cases. Collaboration can save
money and co-ordinate knowledge - sharing, yielding better results.
No agency can investigate every corruption submitted.Hence, the
diversification of complaints to various groups of investigators or agencies
is highly recommended, with this diverse coordination, agencies can attain
to series of complaints. Hence, the burden of long investigation is shared. I
can recall when I was heading a section called Counter Terrorism and
General Investigation Department, at Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission (E.F.C.C.) where the E.F.C.C staff and the Nigerian Police
Force and the Customs, the Prison, the Immigrations Services, and even
the bank officials and other organizations were investigating crimes
9

together, and it assisted and reduced the stress of long investigation and
the benefit of quick results were achieved.
Inter-agency collaboration, the role of investigators and members of law
enforcement agencies that obtained reformation with regards to crime
investigation can equally work together to get information that can lead to
arrest of criminals with evidence that can lead them being prosecuted and
possibly achieve conviction. Investigators can work for the government or
private organizations. Investigators can work for publication, e.g., journalist
or crime reporter or for exposing and making sure that the conviction of the
culprits are proved.
Lawyers, Police officers, clinical investigators, actors, technicians, etc. can
act as investigators. Anyone who carries out investigation is regarded to be
an investigator, i.e., he examines a reported case, record statement and
move the case to court for prosecution. The person whose job is to
examine a crime, analyze and spell out the problem after taking statement
and analysis is an investigator. The investigator produces both oral,
documentary and real evidence of crimes he investigated for possible
reasonable conviction of the said crime.
SCIENTIFIC AID TO POLICE INVESTIGATION

The police ability to understand the following
i.
The significant traces.
ii.
Know and recognize the basic information.
iii.
Adhere to the rules of collecting data to the laboratory.
iv.
Appreciate the scope and nature of evidence that may occur from
these traces.
v.
Have a zero mind with reference to the outcome of the investigation.

AMALGAMATION OF JOINT TASK FORCE (JTF)
10

The issue of collaboration should continue to exist, especially the case law
recorded in the issue of pipeline vandalism in Nigeria. In a bid to curtail or
stop the loss of over $15.8 billion to oil thieves operating in the creeks of
the Niger Delta, the Federal Government has put in place a new
operational strategy in the region, codenamed Operation Pulo or Operation
Oil Shield.
House boat owners under the aegis of JTF House Coalition, have dragged
the Ministry of Defense to the Federal High Court sitting in Port Harcourt
over alleged non-payment of over ₦3 billion owed them in respect of 13
house boats. The boats were used by the Military Joint Task Force (JTF)
for surveillance of the creeks in the efforts to provide security for oil
explorations in the Niger Delta region (Okafor, 2015). According to a
representative of the company, “we are astonished that we have not been
paid 36 months. If government is serious about the security of pipelines, it
will pay the people who provide services for the protection of pipelines”
(Okafor, 2015:VII). This calls to question the importance of this assignment
to government, considering the shortfall in oil revenue and environmental
degradation due to the activities of oil vandals and thieves. Government
should, therefore, throw away flippancy and live up to expectation.
According to Ngunan (2013), this feat was amply demonstrated amongst
the security agencies as was the case of the arrest of Boko Haram kingpin,
Yusuf Muhammed, by the soldiers and handed over to the police in Borno
State. In similar collaborative efforts, the personnel of Nigerian Custom
Service arrested the embattled and erstwhile Liberian President, Charles
Taylor on exile in Nigeria while escaping out of the country and handed
over to the Nigerian Immigration Service (Ngunan, 2013) co-ordination
which is very critical in combating terrorism and other criminal tendencies.
This scaled up efforts, according to Olubode (2011), is evident in the
collaboration and partnership between the Police and other security
agencies; and this is impacting positively on joint operations and important
national assignments. The ground combat by the Military, the air strikes by
the Air Force, grilling at different flash points by the Police and the
intelligence gathering and use by the SSS (internally) and NIA
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(internationally) are yielding some encouraging results. In May, 2009 the
Joint Military Task Force (JMTF), also known as ‘Operation Restore Hope,’
was deployed to the Niger Delta area to protect oil installations and
waterways in the region following recurrent reports of vandalization of oil
facilities by the ethnic youth activists or militants (Chiluwa, 2011). It
comprised military personnel and combatant troops drawn from the
Nigerian Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Police and the State Security
Service (SSS).

There has been recorded cases by joint task force against insecurity and
conflicts in some parts of Nigeria, losses have also been chronicled. From
2008 till Amnesty, 33 JTF personnel had been killed, 38 missing, 55
wounded while 5 military gunboats had been destroyed, 3 seized, 24
automatic weapons and 579 rounds of ammunition captured (Abolurin,
2010). Again, on 7th May, 2009, members of the JTF on routine escort
duties were ambushed and attacked by a militant group killing security
personnel, shortly after hijacking a Nigerian National Petroleum
Corporation (NNPC) chartered tanker CMSPIRIT with crew members some
lost their lives and the rest held hostage (Abolurin, 2010). In the fight
against the insurgents in the North-East, many members of the various
Task Forces set up lost their lives. Collateral damage has also been
reported. According to Chiluwa (2011), the activities of the JMTF in the
Niger Delta area led to indiscriminate killings of civilians and destruction of
property in the Niger Delta worth millions of Naira. This implies that, apart
from inter-agency rivalries that have hampered the success co-ordination
among the security agencies in Nigeria, operational defects and tactics
should not be neglected but built.
FINDINGS
Security Challenges that Necessitated Inter-Agency Cooperation in
Nigeria
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The most likely circumstances in which inter-agency collaboration is
considered imperative span over quite a large spectrum. According to
Shiyanbade (2000:459), such areas include communal clashes, general
unrest, religious clashes, student unrest, natural disasters, and accidents.
Others are political/electoral violence, insurgency, security problems along
borders, among others. As Matazu (2013) and Mejabi (2012) corroborate,
Nigeria internal security is threatened by heinous crimes, perpetrated with
impunity across the country, consisting, among others, unbridled
kidnapping and hostage-taking, violent crimes, robberies, insurgency,
political and civil disorder. In recent times, the clashes between the farmers
and Fulani herdsmen has bourgeoned into outrageous dimensions.
Herdsmen seeking grazing pastures for their animals are constantly in
bloody conflict with their host communities (Ekhomu, 2013). Religious
clashes are crises resulting from sectarian intolerance, misunderstanding
or gross illiteracy. Nigeria has been wracked by periodic violent clashes
between ethnic and religious groups since the 1990s. The reasons behind
these clashes have varied from local political disputes to conflicts between
fundamentalist Muslims and Christians or moderate Muslims. In many
cases, local civic or religious leaders have manipulated these conflicts for
political gain. The Maitatsine riots of the 1980s, the multiple ethno-religious
clashes of 2000s (Shiyanbade, 2000:459 Ekhomu, 2013) and of recent,
the Shiite and Boko Haram, are some of the instances. Natural disasters
these such as earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, fire disasters, floods,
landslides and other natural geological or environmental processes calls for
the military, National Emergency Management Agency (NEMA), Nigerian
Security and Civil Defence Corps (NSCDC), the Nigerian Police Force, Fire
Service to cooperate in order to assist in controlling the crowd, evacuating
endangered persons, protecting private property and public installation, or
in delivering humanitarian assistance to victims (Shiyanbade, 2000:459.
Insecurity along the borders is another insecurity challenge that requires
inter-agency cooperation. The main security challenges here include
smuggling, piracy, alien influx, insurgency, commando raid/air
bombardment, subversive penetration and military incursion. The list,
however, represents the various ways in which Nigeria’s border security
has been, or could be, undermined (Imobighe, 2000:455). This insecurity
requires a functional synergy among the security agencies such as the
military, Customs Service, Immigration Service, the Nigerian Police Force,
DSS, NIA, among others. Increased inflow of Small and Light Weapons
(SALWs) has been associated with periods of elections as political elites,
political parties and even governments encourage or acquiesce to the
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importation, acquisition, distribution and use of arms for electoral and
political purposes (Ikelegbe, 2014). Post-election violence has occurred
severally in Nigeria. The election conducted in 2011, for instance, recorded
the most excruciating post-election violence than years that preceded it.
Despite these security challenges, inter-agency rivalry is still rife in Nigeria.
What then are some of its causes?
Factors Militating Against Inter-Agency Cooperation in Nigeria
There has been rivalry among the security agencies with referenceto
record. Several clashes have hibernated between the Nigerian Police and
the NSCDC and the Military. The operation of some of these agencies
seems to veer into the activities of the other without formal agreement on
collaboration. Ahmed (2007:2006) has argued that inter-agency rivalries or
clashes occur because of the following:
i. The feeling of superiority by one organization over and above the
other creates a sense of envy and jealousy which can blossom into
violent rage at any time;
ii. Indiscipline, arising from a false sense of superiority, ignorance, poor
education and training, undermines esprit de corps among the
security agencies;
iii. Pecuniary interest arising from poor remuneration; when security
personnel are not well paid, any opportunity to make extra income
may pitch one group against the other;
iv. Unhealthy rank comparisons between or among agencies often
result in quarrels and fights;
v. Lack of inter-service communication, which is required to ensure
prompt command and control hampers the quick relay of information
among the services, especially when clashes are in the formative
stages;
vi. Ineffective command and control borne out of weak leadership
engenders indiscipline at all levels. Thus, the personnel do as they
please, unchecked, because of the luxury of unbridled freedom;
vii.
Duplicating of functions without clear delimitation of
constitutionally assigned operational areas of competency and undue
interference in the statutory responsibilities of other agencies result
to clashes, especially when areas of cooperation and role
intersection are not properly harmonized;
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viii.
Unnecessary and inordinate use of force by security personnel
at the slightest provocation, is another potent cause of inter-agency
conflict;
ix. Inability of the system to create appropriate sanctions for erring
personnel after the clashes; instead prepares the grounds for further
rivalry and clashes;
x. Inadequate barracks accommodation which compels military and
other security personnel to live among the civilian populace and
commute in public transportation means.
Though this rivalry among the security agencies has resulted to clashes,
several successes have been recorded in the sphere of cooperation.

EFFORTS MADE TO RESOLVE THIS DISPUTE BETWEEN VARIOUS
LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES
On the 5th December, 2006, Institute for Peace and Conflict Resolution (IPCR) and
IDASA have been helping to secure working groups on security issues in Nigeria,
especially to stem election violence. The first meeting brought together Defense
Intelligence Agency (DIA), National Orientation Agency (NOA), National
Security Agency (NSA) and the State Security Service (SSS). The group defined
the objectives of the working group meetings and committed to meeting regularly
with bi-monthly meetings to begin in January (IDASA, 2007wTo provide a forum
for regular interaction and exchange of ideas and information among security
agencies;
With the under listed motive:
i. Institute forum for proper networking and coordination of activities and
resource tool and data base for preventive counter action;
ii. Initiate a forum for the analysis of conflict indicators and processing of
security-related matters
iii. Provide information with reference to enabling ground to convey to the
executive, judiciarylegislatures and the democrat’s ways to circulate
weekly security reports to all and sundry.
BUILDING CAPACITY AND FACILITATING INTER-AGENCY
COOPERATION IN NIGERIA FOR CONFLICTMANAGEMENT AND
SECURITY PROVISIONING
15

The dangerous dimension of inter-agency rivalry and its concomitant side-effects
prompted the convening of a three-day stakeholder’s forum on inter-agency peace
building, cooperation and collaborative programme for security and intelligence
organizations in Abuja recently, which was well attended by leaders of the security
agencies. The event was to draw attention to what is called the dangerous levels of
rivalry and lack of cooperation within the nation’s security establishment. The
workshop was meant to create a new era of cooperation and intelligence sharing
among the agencies. Throughout the workshop, all representatives of the agencies
pleaded innocent to the rivalry. One very fundamental reason is that, there is no
national body that coordinates the activities of these security agencies. There is no
National Security Council. The Office of the National Security Adviser and that of
the Minister of Defence do not coordinate the activities of the security agencies.
This workshop had intended to accomplish a noble task, but it turned out to be a
mere sensitization exercise. Criminals, insurgents, terrorists variously operate
networks across states and international borders and, therefore, harvest the benefits
of synergy. Nigerian security agencies are concerned with the conduct of their
individual operations which have, severally led to either duplication of efforts,
waste of resources or embarrassment to government and sometimes fatal interagency conflicts (Nigerian Tribune, 2013).
Major General SarkiYaki Bello who represented the former National Security
Adviser during a meeting for strengthening collaboration among security agencies
averred that there is a burgeoning hope on strengthening inter-agency collaboration
among the security agencies in Nigeria. As he puts it, a platform to facilitate
collaboration among the security agencies would be provided by the office of the
National Security Adviser (NSA) using specialized unit called the Joint Terrorism
Analysis Branch (JTAB). This is a multi-intelligence analysis unit in the office of
NSA staffed by personnel drawn from every security every security agency in the
country and charged with regularly collating information and intelligence pieces
for analysis. The Counter Terrorism Department will also serve as a platform to
facilitate regular training and operations among the security and intelligence
agencies, thus encouraging the building of trust which enables collaboration
(Lumba, 2013).
The National Assembly should make a legislation compelling the security agencies
to work as a team and eschew rivalries during crisis in the country. This law should
come with punitive measures that will ensure compliance. In USA before the
Goldwater-Nichols legislation in 1984, the armed services were separate within the
Department of Defense and much less than effective as evidenced by the failed
16

Iranian rescue attempt in 1980 dubbed “Desert One.” That dramatic failure was a
catalytic event that caused Congress to pass the Goldwater-Nichols Act ushering in
a new era of “jointness” within the military services (Frazier, 2014). This task is
also achievable in Nigeria if the legislature shuns unnecessary political
shenanigans and confronts this national assignment with conscientiousness.
Since no single agency of government can achieve successful security mitigation,
Reddick (2010:88), a United States security expert, has given some very important
tips for efficient and effective inter-agency collaboration for security provisioning
as follows: collaborating agencies should have a clear and compelling rationale for
their work together; security agencies should establish a mutually reinforced or
joint strategy in which collaborating agencies should establish strategies that work
in concert with their partners; collaborating agencies should identify and address
their needs by leveraging resources. This implies that by addressing their relative
strengths in terms of resource needs by leveraging each other’s resources;
collaborating agencies should agree on roles and responsibilities, meaning they
should work together to define and agree on their respective roles and
responsibilities; and collaborating agencies should establish compatible policies,
procedures, and other means to operate across agencies

HANDLING OF POTENTIAL EXHIBITS FOR INVESTIGATION
Marchet with blood stain (explain)
Fire arm (explain)
Wall stained (explained)
Prosecutor (diagram)
The role of prosecutor can be divided into three forms:
[i].
He investigates crimes, He decides when a case is to be investigated
for legal procedures and to appear in court. He coordinates investigation
with the police force. His role is to prove beyond reasonable doubt whether
the suspect has committed the crime.
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[ii] The Police arrest and charge the suspect, while the prosecutor initiates
a preliminary hearing, and the judge decides if there is enough evidence to
proceed with the case.
[iii] The constitutional mission of the prosecutor is to protect the innocent
and convict the guilty and respect the constitutional rights of all humans
both accused person and defendants.
A prosecutor is responsible for presenting a case to the Court, the
prosecutor represents the government. Prosecutors seek justice, and
improve the administration of justice.
The prosecutor, with agreement with the defendant can plea for mitigation
of punishment.
The central government appoints a public prosecutor in conjunction with
the high court, while the state government appoints the district public
prosecutor. The duration of filing changes by prosecutors.
Felony
175 days
Misdemeanor
90 days to file
DIAGRAM
‘

Fig 2. Show blood stained knife used in stabbing a victim
Source: Researcher Field work 2017
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Fig 4. Shows Abandoned gun after committing a crime
Source: Researcher field work 2015

Fig 5. Shows a stabbed victim laidunconscious from the injury he
sustained from his assailant
Source: Researcher field work while on course at United state on FBI
Training at Santiago USA. November, 2015.

THE PRISON
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The Nigerian prison is a government agency which operates prisons. The
headquarters is located here in Abuja. It is under the supervision of the
Ministry of Interior and Civil Defense, Immigration and Prison’s Board.
The main aim of establishing the prison institution in all parts of theworld
including Nigeria is to provide a rehabilitation and correctionalfacility for
those who have violated the rules and regulations of theirsociety. However,
the extent to which this maxim is true in practicehas been a subject of
controversy.
HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF NIGERIAN PRISON SERVICE

The origin of modern Prisons Service in Nigeria started from 1861. That
was the year when conceptually, Western-type prison was established in
Nigeria. The declaration of Lagos as a colony in 1861 marked the
beginning of the institution of formal machinery of governance. At this stage
the preoccupation of the colonial government was to protect legitimate
trade, guarantee the profit of British merchants as well as guarantee the
activities of the missionaries. To this end, by 1861, the acting governor of
the Lagos colony and who was then a prominent British merchant in Lagos,
formed a Police Force of about 25 constables. This was followed in 1863
by the establishment in Lagos of four courts: a Police court to resolve petty
disputes, a criminal court to try the more serious cases, a slave court to try
cases arising from the efforts to abolish the trade in slaves and a
commercial court to resolve disputes among merchants and traders. The
functioning of these courts and the police in that colonial setting necessarily
means that prison was needed to complete the system. And it was not long
in coming for in 1872, the Broad Street prison was established with an
initial inmate capacity of 300. In the Niger Delta, the relationship between
the local people and the British merchants had before then been
moderated by special courts of merchants backed by the British Navy
especially with the appointment of John Beecroft as a consul in 1849. The
need for a merchant court was underscored by the fact that most conflicts
between the merchants and the local people were in the main commercial.
Although there was evidence of prison in Bonny at this time, not much is
known about its size and content. But those who were later to oppose
British rule were usually deported as happened in the case of Jaja of
Opobo and King Dappa of Bonny.
20

NIGERIA PRISONS TODAY:
The abolition of Native Authority prisons in 1968 and the subsequent
unification of the Prisons Service in Nigeria therefore marked the beginning
of Nigerian Prisons Service as a composite reality. Prior to this, the prisons
in the North were under the general supervision of the Northern Inspector
General of Police who was ex-officio Director of Prisons. In the same vain
the Director of Prisons was in charge of the prisons in the south. The Gobir
report put an end to all that. As a consequence of that report Native
Authority prisons were abolished with effect from 1st April, 1968. However,
due to the vagaries of the civil war then raging in the country, it was not
until 1971 that the government white paper on the reorganization of the
prisons was released. It was followed in 1972 by Decree No.9 of 1972
which spelt out the goals and orientation of the Nigerian Prisons Service.
The Prisons was charged with taking custody of those legally detained,
identifying causes of their behavior and retraining them to become useful
citizens
in
the
society.
From the foregoing it seems clear that though the Decree makes secure
custody the first role of the prisons, it also makes it explicit that reform and
rehabilitation are the ultimate aims of the Prisons Service. And to achieve
this objective the administration of the prisons became streamlined. The
service which had hitherto been generally administered under one Director,
now had in addition to the Director “three principal agencies or divisions
performing different roles to enable (the prisons) execute its programme
expeditiously and achieve its goal. These divisions are Technical,
Inspectorate and Welfare with each unit under a Deputy Director of
Prisons. The idea was that in consonance with the stipulations of Decree 9
of 1972, there was the need to introduce specialized units to take care of
specific areas of the Prisons Service. The Technical Division for instance
was charged with the responsibility of general administration and the
provision of logistics to addition to supervising the farms and industries.
The Inspectorate Division was to oversee staff deployment, training,
discipline, promotion and recruitment. The welfare division was to be the
pivot of the new prison order. It was to see to inmate treatment, training
21

and rehabilitation. It also oversees the medical needs of the prisons in
addition to liaising between the prisons and voluntary and humanitarian
organizations who assist in the treatment and rehabilitation of the
prisoners.
Following from this was the need to employ skilled manpower especially in
the social welfare unit. To this end between 1974 and 1980 a group of
officers, mostly pivotal teachers was recruited as social welfare officers to
take on adjustment-related programs and rehabilitation of prisoners. In
addition, professional Nurses and Doctors were recruited to beef up the
medical staff strength as well as expertise. Besides between 1972 and
1974 over three hundred graduates were recruited into the Service as
general duty officers to see to the day to day running of the Prisons. It was
hoped that their enlightenment will help direct other staff towards the goals
of the prisons which are in the main treatment of offenders.
There have been massive transformations in the Service since 1972. It has
undergone some reorganization from its modest three Directorates in 1980
to six Directorates in 1993. There was the 1986 reorganization of the
Prisons consequent upon the creation of the Customs, Immigrations and
Prisons Board and centralization of the administrations of these
paramilitary Services in the Board. There was also the removal of the
Services from the Civil Service in 1992. It now has a command structure
that boast of 8 Zonal commands, 36 State Commands, 1 FCT Command,
144 Prisons including farm centers and 83 Satellite Prisons. It also has four
Training Schools, one Staff College and 2 Bosal Institutions.
At the level of manpower the Service now boasts of more men of the
professions than at any other time in its history. There are among the
officers, medical, environmental health officers, sociologists/psychologists,
lawyers, general administrators, engineers etc. As for professional spread,
the full complement of these officers is on ground to ensure that the goal of
inmate
reform
is
attained.
In the last ten years no less than 12 new satellite prisons and 3 prison
hospitals have been built. The purpose being to modernize and create the
enabling environment for proper treatment and training of offenders. There
is also no doubt that the Special Prison Reform Programme of the Federal
Government in 1999 made a lot of difference to the structure of Prisons.
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The prison service stated in 1906 during the British rule in Nigeria, by 1910
there were prisons built in Degema, Kalabari, Onitsha, Benin, Ibadan,
Sapele, Jebba and Lokoja. The decoration of protectors over the East,
West and North brought the entire Nigeria area under the British rule before
1960 independence.
Prior to the establishment of Nigerian prison service in 1906, in 1861 after.
In the declaration of Lagos as a colony marked the beginning of machinery
of government in Nigeria. The Police Force of twenty five (25) constables
were formed, in 1863, four (4) courts to resolve petty disputes and a
criminal to try the more serious in the effort to abolish slave trade was
established. In 1872, The Broad Street Prisons were established. In 1949,
the merchant cases were established, John Beecraft was appointed as a
consultant in 1849. Merchant court was established. The Bonny prisons
were established against those communities that opposed the British rule.
The case of Kin Jaja of opobo and King Dappo of Bonny against the state
is an example of British encroached into hinterland and ruled. In the 19th
century, the establishment of the prisons as the last link came into the
criminal justice system.

In 1917, the prison legislation was published in Nigeria. In 1934, Colonel
V.L Mabb was appointed as the director of prisons by Sir Donald
Cameroon. In 1946-1955, Mr. Donald handled the prison service as the
head. In 1968, the Native Authority prison was established after the civil
war. Degree No. 9 that brought out the goals and objectives of prisons was
established in 1979-80, a group of officers were recruited as social welfare
service, then till date the Nigerian Police, the prison service, has gone
through impressive reformation system, that served the benefit of Nigeria.
In the last ten years, not less than twelve (12) new satellite prisons and
three (3) hospitals has been built in order to create an enabling
environment for proper treatment and training of offenders.
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The functions of the Nigerian Prison is to:
1.

Manage criminals, keep offenders for safecostody.

2.
Keep awaiting inmates in custody until law court ask for their
production.

DEMOGRAPHICS
As at 2015, there were 56,785 inmates in NigeriaPrisons, 18,000 being
sentenced for various criminal offences.

Fig 6. Picture of Nigeria Prison Service on Parade at Prison
Headquarter Port Harcourt
Source: Researcher Field Work 2019

Fig 7. A convicted Mudar suspect at maximum prison Gwagwalada,
Abuja FCT
Source: Researcher field work 2018
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DOES NIGERIA PRACTICE RULE OF LAW?
In Nigeria, rule of law is farcical concept. Nigeria is unable to obey the set
down rule and operate within the norms of a given establishment. From
unjustifiable arrest, unfair trials, public officers (special prisons) Act cap
381. Laws of the Federation of Nigeria (1990) that states that no civil
procedure to be done by any person under this act if any such procedure
have been or are instituted before, or on, or after the making of this actthe
proceedings shall abate to discharged of their duties.

DEFINITION OF LAW
Rule of Law: The case of Federal Government and state government over
fund allocation is an example. The dictatorship Sec 3 (3) at the conclusion.
Rule of law must supersede any legal conduct. Either the military police,
prison service, prosecutors, investigators. Omoregbe (2007) stated that
only when the rule of law is practiced in Nigeria, that the Nigeria dignity and
peaceful co-existence and conduciveness of enjoy personal liberty and
equal treatment by the law. In an atmosphere of brotherhood, but still a
tourismthat this kind of atmosphere for brotherhood, but it is still a truism
that this kind of atmosphere is highly fictitious in Nigeria history.
ADHERING TO THE RULE OF LAW
Rule of law can be defined as the process whereby the citizens respect and
adhere to the principles that leads to the obeyance ofexclusive laws and
the ability to work in its consonants. Percurrent persons conduct in the
society sometimes undermined the constitutional principles. It sometimes
negates the law of democracy. In this judgement, Judge Francis Legod of
North High court in Pretoria South Africa, structed the names of advocates
Noma CoboJiba and Lawrence Whwebi from the role of advocates to serve
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as Deputy National Directors of NPA. Jiba as the head of the National
Prosecution Service (NPS) and Whwebi instead seemed to use their
powers to protect various individuals facing serious criminal allegations
rather than in the public interest.
There was a careful investigation with evidence that Jiba and Mhwebi stand
guilty of form of hindering or preventing the prosecution of prominent
persons, president Jacob Zuma and Lieutenant General Richard Mduli –
the head of the South African Police Services (SAPS) crime intelligence
division. Mduli has been inexplicably suspended on full pay since 2012,
and also facing criminal prosecution for a raft of crimes ranging from
murder to corruption.

WHAT IS RULE OF LAW
The rule of law is a principle or system where a society or nation is
governed by a set of legislation instead of by an individual making the
whole decision. Rule of law makes it impossible for one person to have the
unrestrained exercise of power over a society or nation. It applies and puts
a limit or check to the behavior of everyone including government officials.
Under the rule of law, everyone is subjected to the law and no one is above
the law. The rule of law is what governs most civilized societies or
democratic states in this modern day. It is to protect citizens’ interests,
lives, and property against oppression. Although, there are limits and
differences from one country to another.

RULE OF LAW, A MYTH IN NIGERIA
The rule of law stipulates that people shouldrefrain from singling out a
particular identifiable persons or groups for either harm or benefit. The rule
of law then opposes legislative discrimination or privilege, persecution or
intentional favoritism.
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The principles of the rule of law is a principle under which all persons,
institutions and entities are accountable to laws that are publicly
promulgated, equally enforced.

THE RULE OF DEMOCRACY
1.
It must have a political system for choosing and replacing the
government through free and fair elections. There must be active political
race in politics and partisan participation of citizens, civic rights must be
maintained and citizen’s rights protected. In Nigeria, everyone is under the
rule of law.
CHALLENGES FACING THE RULE OF LAW IN NIGERIA
There are a lot of questions surrounding the rule of law in Nigeria. The
system seems broken, and it is generally accepted that the level of justice
is shallow. Civil rights communities keep talking about these issues. Even
artists and musicians use their platform to speak on the degree of injustice
in Nigeria. So, we have decided to write about the challenges facing rule of
law in Nigeria.
Aristotle ruled out the concept of rule of law under discretion by all means
and convey his followers that given the choice is always the rule of law that
secure over rule of discretion.
Albert Dicey, a Philosopher and British Jurist propounded the modern rule
of law.
Samuel Adams is the founding father of the rule of law. He said it is for the
rich and poor, for favorite in court, and the countryman at the plough.
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Fig. 8 Indicates the circle of how the Rule of Law and its Adherence is
practiced in Nigeria.

Fig. 9The level of poverty and illiteracy in Nigeria is also a limitation to
the rule of law. A lot of people live in ignorance of their constitutional
rights which makes it easy for people to infringe their rights.
http://eulawanalysis.blogspot.com/2014/03/protecting-rule-of-law-in-eu-should-it.html
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The rule of law is made for the protection of citizens' right to freedom to
equal rights. No
one should infringe into another’s right. The rule of law in Nigeria is
regarded as farcical concept.
The rule of law, according to an American Political Scientist, Larry
Diamond, states that democracy consists of four key elements a political
system for choosing and replacing the government through free and fair
elections; the active participation of people, as citizens, in politics and civic
rights of all citizens. The rule of law as a check, when a person has the
unrestrained exercise of power over a society or nation. Also, the human
society behaviorare put under check, hence putting the society answerable
to the rule of law.

The benefits of the rule of law is that it assists in preserving the legislated
law and the certainty of law is preserved, and as a result it assists in
keeping the rules ensured in the constitution.
How does this rule of law protect the citizens?
The government and the society are controlled under the rule of law. The
laws are clear, publicized, stable and just. The rule of law protects the
fundamental rights and it covers the property and other vital human rights.
The five principles of the rule of law are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Separation of power.
Provision of security to the society.
There must be a fair hearing.
There must be room for appeal, and government must have deputies.
The laws of the society.

The principles of the rule of law
1. The principle of supremacy of law.
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2. Equality of law.appeal need to be worked up to date without being
bias.
3. Accountability to the law, fairness in the application of the law,
4. Separation of powers, participation in decision making, legal certain.
5. The law must be fair, promulgated and perpetual. Avoidance of
arbitrariness and procedural and legal transparency.
The three specific types of the rule of law are:
1. The legislative rules.
2. The procedural rules.
3. The interpretative rules.
Legislative rules are the rules that makes substantive law pursuant to
powers delegated to the agency by the legislative, it requires specific
statutory authority.
The Procedural rule: this rule is to set forth the nature and requirements of
formal and informal procedures to the administration of official agency
duties to the extent that they directly affect the rights of procedures
available to the public. The most common procedural rules are those
governing contested practice before individual agencies.
Interpretative rules are those rules that are prescribed to make specific law
enforcement by the agency. Example are the violation of law. Interpretative
rule must be adopted.
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RECOMMENDATION
THE THERAPY TOWARDS COOPERATION IN CONFLICT
MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY PROVISIONING IN NIGERIA
1. The Federal Government should introduce a ministry that can look into and
manage the affairs of inter-governmental agencies just like the Police
Service Commission, The Ministry of Niger Delta Affair, Ministry of
Transport, Ministry of Finance etc, with the view of harmonizing,
controlling and educating the coordination of Law Enforcement Agencies
across the country.
2. There should be an enabling environment for co-training of the Arm forces,
the Police, the DSS and other law enforcement agencies on how to work
together and promote security integrity in the country.
3. Novelty football match should be engaged between the Armed Forces. The
Police, other services and the Judiciary for them to learn more on cohabiting,because sheep that grew with birds will appreciate flying.
4. The government should promulgate law and sanctions that forbids clash
among the inter-agencies for them to be aware of the dangers and
consequences that surround its violation.
5. There should be avenue for the provision of uniform revenue that impedes
the feelings of superiority among the security Agencies
6. The issue of investigating hideous crimes like treasonable felonies, murder,
arson, vandals, fraudulent crimes, hate speeches and prosecution should be
made available not just to specific sets of law enforcement agencies,but to
other groups in order to reduce grudge and speedy investigation through
collaboration and co-ordination.
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7. There should be joint training at all level where officers and men can interact
intellectually to better appreciate and understand each other for improved
cooperation at all times;
8. There should be clear and well-defined communication links between the
different hierarchies of the services, including the establishment of liaison
officers in all the barracks and units at all levels of command to entertain
complaints from aggrieved personnel of other services.
9. Mutual respect for one another with the belief that all services are
performing different functions towards achieving a common goal.

CONTRIBUTION TO KNOWLEDGE
Having seen the relationship between interagency collaboration and co-ordination
the octopus in collaboration and co-ordination with reference to the rule of law
adherence by the investigators, prosecutors and prisons, and what I submit in this
literature is unification of these bodies.
Some graduates from this platform are actually practising with either government
or with private organisation or NGO’S as they interact with the society. It is on this
platform I will posit to show appreciation and understanding for peopleto
understand the benefit of collaboration between the investigator’s prosecutor
prisons adhering to the rule of law in investigation and prosecution and coordination be prosecutors and prisons.
The aim of this literature is the leeway on improving the quality of collaboration
and coordination with refence to these law enforcement agencies.
one vision dreams of mine as we embarked on this collaboration and
coordination.The establishment of a centre by the federal government that can look
and manage the affairs of inter-governmental agencies like the previous
establishment of the Police Service Commission, the Ministry of The NigerDelta,
ministry of finance, Ministry of health etc.
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The administrator ma, I pray that in the federal Republic of beloved Country
Nigeria. There should be an establishment of the ministry of interagency
collaboration and co-ordination of investigations, prosecutors and prisons. This has
been my dream throughout my law enforcement career this can drastically
checkmate and if possible, reduce the constant farces among these law
enforcement agencies to the lowest minimum.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, any social deviant legislators, offenders or disrespects of
laws should be prescribed as inconsonant to the adherence to the rule of
law, and be prosecuted and sentenced. The rule of law will remain a realty.
Excess lawlessness, expression of hate speech and undue domination of
minorityStates that some Nigerian rulers have sybaritic in their conscious/
reduction of the concept of the rule of lawto a mere constitutional myth and
never a reality as they hope to be.
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Thanks for listening and glory be to
God for this day
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